Conducting Pre-Feasibility Studies for Abandoned Mine Methane Projects

Module 1 – Introduction and Objectives

Welcome

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) developed this course in support of the GMI and in conjunction with the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE).

What is the GMI?

The Global Methane Initiative (GMI) is a voluntary, multilateral partnership that aims to reduce methane emissions and to advance the abatement, recovery, and use of methane as a clean energy source.

GMI Partner Countries account for nearly 70% of total global manmade methane emissions, which is equivalent to approximately 5,000 MMT CO₂e.

This course introduces principles for assessing the potential of developing projects to mitigate Abandoned Mine Methane (AMM).

Methane Hazards and Climate Pollution

Methane and other mine gases are emitted from gassy coal mines after active mining has ceased.

If it is not controlled, methane can escape from abandoned mines and create a safety risk on the surface and in mines due to methane’s explosiveness when mixed with air.

Methane is a potent greenhouse gas when emitted into the atmosphere. Its lifetime is much shorter than carbon dioxide’s (CO₂), but it is 28 times as efficient at trapping radiation than CO₂ over a 100-year period.

Methane is the main precursor of ground level ozone pollution and thus affects air quality. However, methane is also an energy resource that can be captured and used.

Stakeholders in Assessing AMM Project’s Potential

Capture and use of AMM can mitigate hazards and risks of methane emissions.

In most cases, determining if an AMM project is feasible requires an assessment of the project’s potential through a pre-feasibility study. Such studies are typically carried out by a project developer, or another 3rd party, in partnership with a government organization.

Development of AMM projects can involve many stakeholders who have different interests and roles.
Who Can Benefit from this Training?

Project Developers
- Role in AMM Project Development: Design, build, and operate most AMM projects.
- After this training, project developers will: Understand a systematic approach and the key elements of a study that will be the foundation for investment decisions.

Mining Company Personnel
- A mining company’s interest usually expires once a mine is closed, but personnel will be involved with the mine closure process to ensure that obligations to protect public safety and the environment are met to the satisfaction of the regulatory authorities.
- Role in AMM Project Development: Prior to mine closure, provide access to drawings, data, and monitoring.
- After this training, mining company personnel will: Be able to anticipate information requirements for AMM project assessment and development studies. The mining company will also learn the benefit of cooperation in reducing post closure liabilities.

3rd Parties
- Role in AMM Project Development: Third parties, such as the International Centres of Excellence on CMM, Coalbed Methane (CBM) clearinghouses, and other independent experts in AMM project development, prepare studies in support of project development.
- After this training, 3rd parties will: Be able to improve the quality and value of pre-feasibility studies by working with project developers, mining companies, and other stakeholders.

Government Officials
- Role in AMM Project Development:
  - In mine closure, government officials ensure the safety of the public.
  - In AMM project development, government officials regulate and incentivize project development and operation.
- After this training, government officials will: Understand the purpose, scale, and benefits of AMM projects.

Investors
- AMM projects can face a challenging investment climate due to the associated risks, including the gas resource and the potential stakeholders involved.
- After this training, investors will: Better understand the principal stakeholders participating in an AMM project, the technical solutions for designing and operating a project, and the technical and market risks associated with such projects.

Equipment Suppliers
Role in AMM Project Development: Equipment suppliers play a critical role in the delivery of AMM projects through provision of equipment used in the recovery and use of AMM, including pumps, gas engines, flares, and other equipment.

After this training, equipment suppliers will: Better understand the differences between a CMM and an AMM project, thereby allowing them to work more effectively with project developers in tailoring AMM solutions.

Conducting Pre-Feasibility Studies for AMM Projects: Course Modules

- Module 1: Introduction and Objectives
- Module 2: Gathering Mine Information and Data
- Module 3: AMM Resource Assessment
- Module 4: Production Forecasting and Well Testing
- Module 5: Mine Closure Design for AMM Production
- Module 6: Market, Financial and Risk Analysis
- Module 7: AMM Pre-feasibility Case Study.

Introduction and Objectives

What You Will Learn

In this module, you will learn about:

- What AMM is and why it is important.
- How AMM differs from CMM.
- Coal mine closure’s impact on AMM.
- AMM end-use options.
- Use of a pre-feasibility study as a tool to assess AMM project viability.
- Key concepts for conducting pre-feasibility studies.

What is AMM?

AMM is the gas remaining in the gas-bearing strata that have been de-stressed by mining prior to coal mine closure.

In some instances, additional methane may have been generated by recent microbial activity.

Why is AMM Important?

AMM is important because uncontrolled gas seepage to the surface above abandoned mine workings can lead to explosion and asphyxiation hazards in the built environment.
Abandoned mines are a significant source of greenhouse gas emissions that can, and should be, mitigated.

AMM is a potential energy resource that is not widely exploited.

The importance of utilizing AMM will increase due to future coal mine closures as countries transition energy supply away from fossil fuels in response to international climate change commitments.

**How Does AMM Differ from CMM?**

While coal mine methane (CMM) is the methane that is released from coal seams as a result of mining activities, AMM is released after coal mining ceased. AMM differs from CMM in terms of:

- Methods used to extract it.
- Factors that determine the gas quantity and quality.
- Reasons for recovering the gas.
- How AMM is impacted by groundwater recovery.

**AMM vs CMM: Methods of Extraction**

**Active Mine**

In a working mine, CMM is drained from many different locations, often involving many meters of drilling.

Uncaptured methane is diluted in the ventilation air (known as Ventilation Air Methane, or VAM) which, in some instances, can represent up to 70% or more of the total gas emissions.

**Abandoned Mine**

Once a closed mine is sealed from the atmosphere, gas from all underground sources becomes potentially available for extraction at a single production location.

**AMM vs CMM: Gas Quantity**

**Active Mine**

Quantity of CMM is proportional to the coal production rate (assuming no major changes in geology and gas content).

Gas can be produced consistently for many years over the life of a mine.

**Abandoned Mine**

AMM emissions decrease over time.

Resource has a finite, time-limited life.
AMM vs CMM: Gas Quality

Active Mine

CMM quality depends on a number of factors:

- Gas drainage design
- Borehole sealing
- Pipeline integrity
- Water management
- Applied suction to recover the gas

Abandoned Mine

AMM quality depends largely on:

- Quality of the sealing of all former mine entries
- Surface wells and service boreholes
- Applied suction to recover the gas

AMM vs CMM: Purpose of Extraction

Active Mine

CMM is extracted primarily for safety reasons and the production rate cannot be reduced if gas supply exceeds demand. If the gas cannot be used, it must be vented or flared.

Abandoned Mine

AMM is primarily extracted as a resource and there is usually some scope to regulate supply to match demand. In a few instances, AMM is extracted for safety reasons – to prevent uncontrolled gas migration to the surface in built areas.

AMM vs CMM: Groundwater Management

Active Mine

Active mines are dewatered, and therefore groundwater does not have an impact on CMM projects.

Abandoned Mine

Dewatering pumps are usually switched off when a mine closes, and the rising water progressively floods the workings, decreasing the size of the accessible AMM reservoir.
There are exceptions when mine dewatering is continued to protect an adjacent working mine from hydrostatic pressure building up against a coal pillar separating the mines. Breach of the pillar could lead to a water inrush disaster.

**Benefits of Recovering AMM**

There are many benefits to recovering AMM, such as:

- Generating a source of local, clean-burning energy.
- Creating an opportunity to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions by flaring where commercial energy use is not viable.
- Preventing uncontrolled methane emissions at the surface by maintaining negative underground pressure.
- Creating new jobs and a new revenue stream after mine closure.
- Reducing greenhouse gas emissions and improving air quality.

**Options for Utilizing AMM**

Viable AMM use options depend on a range of factors, including gas quantity and quality, energy prices, access to the gas, incentives and other factors.

Worldwide, AMM end-uses and treatment include:

- Direct Thermal: For local industry use transported in local pipelines
- Power Generation: Gas engine with generator
- Pipeline Injection: Enrichment is likely required as AMM is rarely of pipeline quality
- Combined Heat and Power: Heat recovered from the gas-engine used for district heating
- Flaring: For emission reduction credits where energy use is not viable

**Most Common Types of AMM Projects**

Based on data available on over 100 AMM projects, the most common uses for AMM projects are:

- Combined heat and power – 51%
- Power generation – 16%
- Enclosed flare – 15%

The highest number of known AMM projects is in Germany, followed by the United States.

**Factors Affecting AMM End-use Options**

The following factors affect the type of end-use selected for AMM:

- Scale of the resource
• Gas quantity and quality
• Energy prices
• Carbon price
• Access to the gas
• Proximity of a user
• Incentives and policies

Generally, AMM projects are relatively small-scale compared with CMM.

**Assessing Project Potential: Types of Studies**

Viability of methane recovery projects can be evaluated in three successive stages:

• Desk study
• Pre-feasibility study
• Feasibility study

Each subsequent stage is more detailed and costly than the previous.

**Assessing Project Potential: Desk Study**

Desk studies have the following objectives:

• Provide a first order assessment based on readily available – and hence, limited – data.
• Evaluate if projects have sufficient potential to justify the costs of proceeding to the next stage of investigation: a pre-feasibility study.

As such, a desk study is an inherent part of a pre-feasibility study.

Desk Studies Characteristics

• Grounded in basic assumptions
• Conduct simple financial modeling

**Assessing Project Potential: Pre-feasibility Study**

Pre-feasibility studies offer more detailed analysis with site-specific information.

Pre-feasibility studies include the following:

• Results of the desk study
• More detailed review of the AMM resource
• Gas production forecast
• Mine closure design and engineering concepts and costs
- More thorough financial analysis
- Legal due diligence: ownership, rights

Pre-feasibility studies are the most common because they offer a robust yet cost-effective option to initially assess a project’s technical and financial potential.

**Assessing Project Potential: Feasibility Study**

Feasibility studies aim to offer:

- An investment grade document sufficient to obtain secured project debt finance

Feasibility studies have the following characteristics:

- Provide a thorough report investigating the financial and technical feasibility of project development
- Deliver a de-risked investment grade document that is sufficient for submission to a 3rd party for financing
- Can be used to design policies and processes that help identify investment options for state companies.

**What Does Project Financing Require?**

Financing requires "investment grade" or "bankable" documentation presenting the results of detailed technical, legal, and financial due diligence, including:

- Thorough and complete technical assessment of the feasibility of the project
- Robust financial analysis backed by an auditable and well-constructed financial model based on realistic assumptions
- Risk analysis
- Assessment of legal and regulatory requirements, including access to and ownership of AMM resources
- Asset or contract-backed security

**What Does “Bankable” Mean?**

Bankable is a term used to characterize a document's usefulness in securing investment for a project.

Generally, the more rigorous and site-specific the analysis, the more likely it will be to secure project investment.

**Is a Pre-feasibility Study Investment Grade, or Bankable?**

Pre-feasibility studies are generally not considered bankable documents for financing an AMM project because:
• Mine review and resource assessment are limited in scope.
• Any engineering design for mine closure is preliminary.
• The AMM utilization project is conceptual and costs are estimates.
• A pre-feasibility study only involves basic legal due diligence.
• Risk assessment is basic and focuses on the most obvious risks to the project with limited mitigation options.
• No purchase or off-take agreements are in place to demonstrate viability.

Pre-feasibility studies provide a reasonable approximation of project requirements and costs, and they can lead to development of a full feasibility study (which is considered investment grade).

**Are You Ready to Initiate a Pre-feasibility Study?**

To ensure the success of a pre-feasibility study, the first step is to clarify the study objectives and scope of the project.

Answer these questions to clarify the objectives and scope of the study:

- Is it a pre-feasibility or full feasibility study?
- Is it at one mine or multiple mines?
- Have the mines already been abandoned or are they not yet closed?
- What are the expected outputs of the study?
- Does the organization undertaking the study have the necessary experience, skills, and competencies?

**Steps in a Pre-feasibility Study**

1. Assess regional and national coal industry expertise, policies, and methane emissions: Understand the project’s financial viability
2. Identify regulatory barriers: Consider the project’s potential regulatory viability
3. Request, obtain, and validate data from mine or its successful entity: Obtain data to determine the scope of work
4. Undertake any basic testing where data are not available: Especially for gas quality monitoring and flow testing
5. Assess gas resources: Determine the potential project scale
6. Review mine closure plans: Review pre- or post closure plans
7. Evaluate potential AMM markets: Determine possible end uses of the gas captured
8. Identify and assess project risks: Determine if alternatives must be considered due to risk
9. Identify best end use option: Maximize the revenue of the project
10. Define assumptions and perform financial economic analysis: Determine realistic expectations for the project

11. Review results, adjust assumptions, and develop a recommendation: Make adjustments to recommendations based on all available data

**AMM Pre-feasibility Study Report Outline**

An AMM pre-feasibility study report should include the following sections:

- Executive Summary
- Background and Introduction
- AMM Reservoir Characteristics
- Gas Production Assessment
- Legal and Regulatory Appraisal
- Market Information Overview
- Technical Possibilities Assessment
- Project Cost Estimate
- Cost-Benefit and Risk Analyses
- Conclusions
- Recommendations

**Due Diligence**

At any stage of the study, issues may emerge that are likely to preclude a viable project. Consider terminating a study if:

- Area of working is limited, which can result in limited AMM reservoir potential
- Mine gas emissions are low combined with low in situ gas contents
- Initial data show only low or trace methane concentrations
- Mine is almost totally flooded
- Legal due diligence identifies ownership and licensing conflicts

**Module 1 Summary**

In this module you learned about:

- What AMM is and how it differs from CMM.
- AMM recovery and use.
- Types of studies for assessing project potential.
- Components of a pre-feasibility study.
- Key concepts for conducting pre-feasibility studies.

Looking Ahead: The components of a pre-feasibility study will be explored in greater detail in the upcoming modules. This course also includes case studies to help link theoretical concepts with a practical example.

Thank You!

You have completed Module 1.
Glossary of Terms

Abandoned Coal Mine – A mine where the work of all miners has been terminated and production activity and mine ventilation have ceased. Mine shafts might be closed and sealed. For purposes of this document, a coal mine is referred to as “abandoned”, whether or not the mine was closed according to applicable legal requirements. The terms “abandoned mine” and “closed mine” have the same meaning. Abandoned mines are not expected to reopen.

Abandoned Mine Methane (AMM) – The gas remaining, and in some instances newly generated by microbes, in abandoned coal mines held in voids, coal seams and other gas bearing strata that have been disturbed or intercepted by mining operations.

Bankable – Project or proposal that has sufficient collateral, future cashflow, and high probability of success, to be acceptable to institutional lenders for financing.

Borehole – A narrow shaft bored in the ground, either vertically or horizontally.

Capping – The process of sealing or covering a borehole, drift, or shaft.

Clearinghouse – A designated intermediary between a buyer and a seller in a business transaction. Clearinghouses often have knowledge on a particular topic such as AMM.

Closing Mine – A mine that is proceeding to closure for any reason with the intent of permanently ceasing all coal production and sealing all mine entries in accordance with applicable legal requirements.

Coal Bed Methane (CBM) – Methane extracted from coal seams before mining occurs. CBM is also known as virgin coal seam methane or coal seam gas. It is widely considered an “unconventional” source of natural gas.

Coal Mine Methane (CMM) – Methane released from coal due to mining activities. Like CBM, CMM is a subset of the methane found in coal seams, but it refers specifically to the methane found within mining areas (e.g., within a mining plan), while CBM refers to methane in coal seams that will never be mined. Because CMM would be released through mining activities, recovering and using CMM is considered emissions avoidance.

Coal Seam – A bed of coal usually thick enough to be profitably mined.

Colliery – A coal mine and the buildings and the equipment associated with it.

Combined Heat and Power (CHP) – The concurrent production of electricity or mechanical power and thermal energy from a single source of energy. Also referred to as cogeneration.

Desk Study – A type of study for assessing the viability of an AMM project. Desk studies are broad, typically do not involve a field visit, and use basic assumptions and simplistic financial modeling.

De-stressed – Relief of pressure concentrations caused by mining or geological factors.

Dewatering – The practice of removing groundwater from a mine.
**Direct Thermal** – The use of coal mine methane in direct combustion technologies other than flaring, most commonly in boilers, industrial burners, and similar applications.

**Drainage** – See Gas Drainage.

**Faults** – Breaks in the earth’s crust across which movement has occurred.

**Feasibility Study** – A type of study for assessing the viability of an AMM project. This type of study is characterized by being thorough and investigating the economic and technical feasibility of project development. A report produced by such a study is considered “bankable”, i.e., documentation is sufficient to secure project financing.

**Financial Analysis** – The process of evaluating businesses, projects, budgets, and other finance-related transactions to determine their performance and suitability. Typically, financial analysis is used to analyze whether an entity is stable, solvent, liquid, or profitable enough to warrant a monetary investment.

**Flaring** – Controlled combustion of natural gas. Flaring CMM at a coal mine can occur in an open flame, otherwise known as a candlestick flare, or in an enclosed flare, sometimes referred to as a ground flare.

**Gas Drainage** – Degasification methods employed by underground coal mines, abandoned mines, and occasionally surface mines, for capturing the naturally occurring gas in coal seams to prevent it entering mine airways. Gas drainage systems include a combination of drainage boreholes and/or galleries, a gathering network, and vacuum pumps to draw gas to the surface. Gas can be removed from coal seams in advance of mining using pre-drainage techniques and from coal seams disturbed by the extraction process using post-drainage techniques. It is often referred to as methane drainage if methane is the main gas component target to be captured. Gas drainage produces coal mine methane of a higher quality than ventilation, generally in the 25 — 100 percent range.

**Gas Production** – The quantity of gas produced by pre-mine drainage and post-mine drainage boreholes and drainage galleries.

**Global Methane Initiative (GMI)** – Launched in 2004, the GMI is an international public-private initiative that advances cost-effective, near-term methane abatement and recovery and use of methane as a clean energy source in three sectors: biogas (including agriculture, municipal solid waste, and wastewater), coal mines, and oil and gas systems. Focusing collective efforts on methane emission sources is a cost-effective approach to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and increase energy security, enhance economic growth, improve air quality and improve worker safety.

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG)** – The release of greenhouse gases and/or their precursors into the atmosphere over a specified area and period of time. May be labelled as anthropogenic (resulting from human activities) or naturally occurring.

**Hydrostatic Pressure** – Pressure that any fluid in a confined space exerts.
**In-Situ** – It can mean "locally", "on site", "on the premises", or "in place" to describe where an event takes place and is used in many different contexts. For example, in fields such as physics, geology, chemistry, or biology, in-situ may describe the way a measurement is taken, that is, in the same place the phenomenon is occurring without isolating it from other systems or altering the original conditions of the test. The opposite of in-situ is ex-situ.

**International Centres of Excellence on CMM** – The International Centres of Excellence on Coal Mine Methane (ICE-CMM) are designed as non-profit entities subject to the national laws of the host Member States and operating under the auspices of the UNECE Group of Experts on Coal Mine Methane. The Centres support capacity-building activities in United Nations Member States and serve as a platform for discussion on safety, environmental and economic aspects of coal mine methane (CMM). In particular, they focus on such issues as effective drainage and use of methane in coal mines and abatement of carbon emissions through cost-effective and socially responsible use or destruction of captured methane.

**Methane** – Methane is a potent greenhouse gas. Methane's lifetime in the atmosphere is much shorter than carbon dioxide, but it is 28-35 times as efficient at trapping radiation than CO2 over a 100-year period. Methane is the main precursor of ground level ozone pollution, and thus affects air quality. Methane is also an energy resource that can be captured and used. Methane in mines poses safety risks, due to its explosiveness when mixed with air.

**Permeability** – The state or quality of a material or membrane that causes it to allow liquids or gases to pass through it.

**Pipeline** – A system of pipes that deliver natural gas to a central location such as a processing plant.

**Pipeline Injection** – The practice of spiking natural gas with low purity gas. By regulating the injected flow of low purity gas, the composition of the pipeline gas is kept within its permitted specification.

**Pre-Feasibility Studies** – Typically provide a detailed technical analysis of site-specific information and considers project financing. Provides a gas production forecast and a review of current gas drainage practices. However, this document provides less granularity than a full feasibility study. This document is typically not considered a “bankable” document.

**Risk Analysis** – Examining how project outcomes and objectives might change due to the impact of the risk event. Once the risks are identified, they are analyzed to identify the qualitative and quantitative impact of the risk on the project so that appropriate steps can be taken to mitigate them.

**Shaft** – A vertical of near-vertical opening into the mine.

**Stakeholder** – A person or party with interest, concern, or investment in the project.

**Strata** – A layer of sedimentary rock or soil; refers to a layer of coal in this instance.

**Suction Pumps (Gas Pump)** – A pump used in Petroleum production responsible for drawing out liquids/gasses by means of suction.
**Third Parties** – A company involved in a business deal other than the main participants. In the case of AMM projects, the Third Party is typically the entity responsible for the AMM project. The initial mining company responsible for coal extraction is typically not in charge of the AMM Project.

**United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE)** – The UNECE is one of the five regional commissions under the jurisdiction of the United Nations Economic and Social Council. It was established in order to promote economic cooperation and integrations among its member states. The commission is composed of 56 member states, most of which are based in Europe, as well as a few outside of Europe.

**United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)** – An independent executive agency of the federal government of the United States federal tasked with protecting human health and the environment.

**Ventilation Air Methane (VAM)** – CMM that is removed via ventilation systems which use fans to dilute the methane to safe levels by circulating fresh air through the mine. VAM is the largest source of methane emissions from underground coal mines.

**Venting** – Direct release of natural gas into the atmosphere.

**Worked Seam** – A coal seam that has already been mined or partially mined.